ARGEVİ is the software & controls
company of Lodamaster Group
providing PC softwares, PLC
controls and embedded electronic
cards mainly for conveyor
systems, sorting systems,
electronics and automotive
industries.
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SORTware / CONware

LIGHTware

SORTware / CONware are the server side softwares of conveyor /
sorter systems. SORTware is capable of working with pusher, narrow
belt, roll-on, divert, shoe, cross belt and other types of sorters.
SORTware / CONware can communicate with SORTcontrol and
COMware. They have highest priviledge on the system, and they are
capable of restricting user interference from SORTcontrol. They can
be desktop applications or windows services according to the needs of
the system.

LIGHTware is the pick-to-light , put-to-light controlling/monitoring
application. It will boost your productivity while decreasing caution
based mistakes. LIGHTware is a desktop application.

SORTcontrol

COMware

SORTcontrol is the electrical and logic level controlling software of all
systems. It is used to gather information from sensors, scanners,
motors, PTL modules, etc. Use this information to control electrical,
hydraulic and pneumatic systems of conveyors, lifts, sorters, info
screens, etc. send cyclic and acyclic data to servers. Identify errors,
and inform user about the errors. SORTcontrol also includes HMI’s on
the field. SORTcontrol is a PLC application.

COMware is the tailor-made communication part of the system with
the customer. It is used to get application specific information and
send the required information. Communication can be based on web
services, file transfer, database, messaging queues, customer
specific TCP/IP telegrams, etc. COMware can gather information
from all other softwares CONware, SORTware, etc. COMware can be a
desktop application or a windows service according to the needs of
the system.

REPware

TELEware

REPware is the reporting interface of the system
displaying important data for the specific layout,
specific system and specific customer.

TELEware is the monitoring, and assistance
software of telescopic conveyors.
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